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American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Note to Readers
This directory is published by the AICPA Division for 
CPA Firms for the information of its members and others 
interested in self-regulation by the accounting profes­
sion. As the Preface indicates, important information 
about member firms is available to the public through 
the Division’s staff at the following address:
AICPA Division for CPA Firms
1211 Avenue of the Americas 
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Copyright © 1982 by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, Inc.
Preface
This directory is an alphabetic listing of firms that are 
members of the AICPA Division for CPA Firms as of Sep­
tember 1, 1982, and shows the city and state of each 
firm’s main office.
The Division was established in 1977. Firms that join the 
Division agree, among other things, to—
■ Adhere to AICPA quality control standards related to 
audits, reviews, and compilations of financial 
statements.
■ Submit to peer reviews every three years, the reports 
on which are available to the public.
■ Ensure that each professional staff person resident in 
the United States participates in at least 120 hours of 
continuing professional education every three years.
■ Report certain information about the firm to the Divi­
sion each year, which is available for public 
inspection. (See the Appendix for the reporting 
requirements.)
A substantial number of firms have joined the Division, 
membership in which is voluntary. The 1739 firms that 
are members as of September 1, 1982, operate over 
3800 practice offices. Those offices are staffed by 
96,400 professionals, of whom 60,700 are CPAs.
The Division consists of two sections, a private com­
panies practice section and an SEC practice section. A 
firm may join either or both sections. Although quality 
control standards are the same for all firms, the needs 
of public companies and their investors differ somewhat 
from those of private companies and their owners. 
Therefore, firms that are SEC practice section 
members agree to specific requirements related to their 
SEC audit clients.
A major objective of the Division is to enhance the 
quality of accounting and auditing services provided to 
the public. Peer review provides assurance of each 
member firm’s commitment to this objective. Peer 
reviews are performed by CPAs from other member 
firms in accordance with standards established by the 
Division. The reviewers evaluate a firm’s quality control 
policies and procedures for the conduct of its accounting 
and auditing practice and review a sample of the firm’s 
engagements to determine compliance with those 
policies and procedures. The result is a formal 
peer review report, which is available to the public.
Firms are required to undergo peer review within a 
specified time after joining the Division and every three 
years thereafter. The results of the most recent peer 
review, if one has been performed, can be determined 
by reading the peer review report. That report and other 
information about the member firm can be obtained 
from Division staff at the address noted on the inside 
front cover or from the firm itself. Staff also will respond 
to questions from the public concerning the activities 
and requirements of the Division.
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Aaron Smith Bergman Gaffney & Rubenstein
Springfield, Massachusetts
Abbott Jordan & Koon
Manchester, Georgia
Gary L Abbuhl Chartered
Hutchinson, Kansas
Ableman Cerbins Smith & Co
Monroe, Wisconsin
Abramson Quittner & Abramson
West Orange, New Jersey
Ackerman & Gilbert
Sacramento, California
Adams Davis & Anderson
Ashland, Kentucky
Adams Grant White & Co
Oakland, California
Adams Swartz & Co
Ocean City, New Jersey
Adelson Schwartz & Jette PC
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Affleck Businga & Associates
Denver, Colorado




Alder Green & Hasson
Los Angeles, California
Alderete & Co PC
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Aldridge Borden and Company
Montgomery, Alabama
Alexander & Devoley PC
Scottsdale, Arizona
Alexander & Rogers Inc
Lufkin, Texas
A T Allegretti & Company
Providence, Rhode Island





Edward R Allen Chartered
Caldwell, Idaho
Allingham Josselyn & Co
Danbury, Connecticut
Calvin P Allyn & Associates
Boston, Massachusetts
Alpern Rosenthal & Company
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Altschuler Melvoin & Glasser
Chicago, Illinois
C W Amos & Company
Baltimore, Maryland
Amper Politziner & Mattia PC
Iselin, New Jersey
Anchin Block & Anchin
New York, New York
Larry W Andersen
Kimball, Nebraska
Arthur Andersen & Co
Chicago, Illinois
Alan C Anderson Chartered
Rochester, Minnesota




Anderson Alford & Ritter
Irvine, California
Anderson Bowen & Company
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Anderson Church & Co
Tempe, Arizona
Anderson Doty & Company
Fort Morgan, Colorado
Anderson Peretti & Co PS
Spokane, Washington
Anderson ZurMuehlen & Co
Helena, Montana
Edwin Andrews & Co PC
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Anfinson Hendrickson & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
George Angelos & Co
El Paso, Texas
George Angelos & Co
Alpine, Texas
Orlando J Antonini PC
San Francisco, California
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Apfel Levy Zlotnick & Company
New York, New York
Apodaca Finocchiaro & Co
Pasadena, California
Apt Kaplan Glickman & Co
New York, New York
Apter & Franklin
Hartford, Connecticut
Arendale Young and Co
Houston, Texas




Arms Jeffers & Co
Tyler, Texas








Aronowitz Chaiken & Hardesty
Cincinnati, Ohio
Arrington Falconetti & Pricher
Orlando, Florida
Aselage Kiefer & Co
St Louis, Missouri




Weldon Aston & Co
Fort Worth, Texas
Atherton Ludlow & Schonhoff
Modesto, California
Atkinson & Co Ltd
Albuquerque, New Mexico






Baden Conrad Gage & Schroeder
Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Bailey Tole Burcham Tole & Co
Irving, Texas
Bailey Vaught Robertson & Company
Dallas, Texas
Charles D Bailin Accountant PC
Salinas, California
Baillies Denson Erickson & Smith
Madison, Wisconsin
Charles Bailly & Company
Fargo, North Dakota
Bain Freibaum Kushner & Co
New Orleans, Louisiana




Baker and McNiff PC
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Baker Baker & Baker PC
Dallas, Texas
Baker Roberts & Haas
Monterey Park, California
Balkcom & Weaver PA
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Bamberg Superstein & Associates PA
Miami, Florida
Banks Finley White & Co
Birmingham, Alabama
Baratz & Associates PA
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Bargman McNeny & Company
Dallas, Texas
Barineau Otto & Company
Houston, Texas






Barnes Dennig & Co
Cincinnati, Ohio









Bartlett Pringle & Wolf
Santa Barbara, California
Bash Gesas and Company
Beverly Hills, California




Batty & Forsgren PS
Spokane, Washington




Bauermann & Druzgala PA
Baltimore, Maryland
W J Bauman Associates Ltd
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Bauman Wilson & Tans PC
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dana S Beane & Company
Laconia, New Hampshire
Beard & Company Inc
Reading, Pennsylvania
Bearden & Smith PC
Atlanta, Georgia




Becker Herrick & Company Inc
Pueblo, Colorado
Beddingfield McDowell & Lytle PC
Houston, Texas
Beene Garter & Co
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Beers and Cutler
Washington, District of Columbia
Belding Salazar Taaffe & Co
Houston, Texas





Bell Ent & Associates PC
Indianapolis, Indiana
Bella Hermida Gillman & Company
Tampa, Florida
Beller Shepatin & Company PC
New London, Connecticut




Grant Bennett Accountants PC
Sacramento, California






M J Berger & Company
Northfield, Illinois
Bergeron Broussard & Co PC
Houma, Louisiana








Berry Dunn & McNeil
Portland, Maine




Paul S Bertz & Company
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Bick Fredman Schatel & Schneider Inc
Cleveland, Ohio











Bixler Carlton Pittenger & Co Inc
El Paso, Texas
Howard C Blackway & Co PC
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Blackwell Poole & Co
Hapeville, Georgia






Blomgren Sears Company PC
Oskaloosa, Iowa
Blomstrom Knight & Co
Houston, Texas
Saul G Bloom & Company
East Orange, New Jersey
Blue & Co
Indianapolis, Indiana
Blum Blake Lowery & Kessler PC
Queens Village, New York
Blum Shapiro & Company PC
West Hartford, Connecticut






Warren Bock & Associates Inc
Maumee, Ohio
Boeckermann Fiebiger Swanson & West
Moorhead, Minnesota




Bolan Vassar & Barrows
Phoenix, Arizona
Bollam Sheedy Torani & Co
Albany, New York
Bond Beebe Barton & Muckelbauer PC





White Plains, New York
Robert J Borgmann
Phoenix, Arizona
Borland Benefield Crawford Webster & Jeffares PC
Birmingham, Alabama
Henry J Bornhofft Company
Boston, Massachusetts
Botello Whitworth & Gonzalez
Laredo, Texas
Botwin & Co PA
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Boulay Heutmaker Zibell & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Bourgeois Bennett Thokey & Hickey
New Orleans, Louisiana
Bowie Gilger & Co
El Paso, Texas




Boyd & Higgins PS
Spokane, Washington
Boyd Franz & Stephans
St Louis, Missouri








J M Bradham Jr & Company
Manning, South Carolina
Bradshaw Smith & Co
Las Vegas, Nevada
Brady Martz & Associates PC
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Bragg Ingold & Co PC
Missoula, Montana
Bramlett Cornelius & Culpepper
Jacksonville, Florida
Brammer Chasen & O’Connell
St Croix, Virgin Islands
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Cole J Brandenburger AC
Columbus, Indiana
Brandon & Tibbs Accountants
Salinas, California
Brandon Rackley & Co
Valdosta, Georgia
Brantley Spillar & Frazier
Fort Worth, Texas
Martin D Braver & Co
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Breazeale & Associates PC
Knoxville, Tennessee
Breen Brehmer & Co PC
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Brell Tebay Turner Holt & Dettinger Inc
Maumee, Ohio
James M Bridges Ltd PC
Woodbridge, Virginia




Leslie P Brigham Inc
West Warwick, Rhode Island




Bristol Leisenring Herkner & Co
Battle Creek, Michigan
Brittain Gilbert & Associates
Charlotte, North Carolina
Brock Cordle & Associates
Longmont, Colorado
Brock Schechter & Polakoff
Buffalo, New York
Brockmann Armour & Co
Denver, Colorado
Brolyer Weskamp & Company PA
Laramie, Wyoming
Brooke Freeman & Lee
Anniston, Alabama




Brooks Stednitz & Rhodes AC
San Jose, California
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Brott Kusmits Maglione Mardis & Co
Akron, Ohio
Brout & Company





William W Brown & Company
Greenville, South Carolina




Roy G Brown & Co Inc
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Peter C Brown Accountancy Corporation
Bakersfield, California
Laurence M Brown and Company
New York, New York
Brown Clark Cingoranelli & Koehler
Pueblo, Colorado
Brown Dakes Johnson and Company Ltd
Arlington, Virginia
Brown Edwards & Company
Roanoke, Virginia
Floyd R Brown Jr & Company
Independence, Missouri
Brown Kahn & Co
Providence, Rhode Island
Thomas L Brown PC
Dallas, Texas
Brown Schwab Bergquist & Co
Erie, Pennsylvania
Browne Jordan & Co PC
Houston, Texas
Broza Block & Rubino PA





Bruner Cox Lotz Syler & Graves
Canton, Ohio









Buckno Lisicky and Company
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Tony D Buda PC
Omaha, Nebraska
Buesing Schleisman & Associates PC
Omaha, Nebraska




Bunn Coberly & Gane
San Francisco, California






Burkhalter & Company PA
Jackson, Mississippi
Burleigh McClelland Samuel & Hayes
Beaumont, Texas






Burton Young & Cloud Inc
Houston, Texas
Burwell McClain & Co PS
Port Angeles, Washington
Bushman & Associates
Salt Lake City, Utah
Butchart & Associates
Canton, Mississippi




J K Byrne & Co
New Orleans, Louisiana
Cain Ellsworth & Co
Sheldon, Iowa
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Call Barrick Ethridge Webb & Co
Cushing, Oklahoma
Callahan & Co PC
Eugene, Oregon




Cannon & Company PC
Memphis, Tennessee
Caplan Morrison Brown & Company
Miami, Florida
Capossela Cohen Engelson & Colman PC
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Caracansi and Company PC
Danbury, Connecticut
Caraway Spikes & McMahon
Lubbock, Texas
Carbis Walker & Company
New Castle, Pennsylvania






Carmack Simek & Company PC
Houston, Texas
Carneiro Chumney & Co
San Antonio, Texas
Carney Alexander Marold & Co
Waterloo, Iowa
Carpenter & Sprayberry AC
Bakersfield, California
Stanley M Carrothers AC
Sacramento, California
Carter Belcourt & Atkinson PA
Lakeland, Florida
Carter Bjorlow Burch & Co
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Carter Hamilton Dieterman & Co PC
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Cartlidge Shoolroy & Company
Reno, Nevada





Cavanaugh Moore & Co
Steubenville, Ohio
Chadwick Steinkirchner Davis & Co
Grand Junction, Colorado
Chambles & Chambles Inc
Houston, Texas
Clarence W Chapman & Associates
Jackson, Mississippi
Millard T Charlton & Associates
Washington, District of Columbia
Larry A Chavez & Company PC
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Checkers Simon & Rosner
Chicago, Illinois
Cheedle Koehler & Co
Fort Collins, Colorado
Chellis Mitchum & Company
Summerville, South Carolina
Cherry Bekaert & Holland
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chervenak & Associates PC
Denver, Colorado
Chila and Company Ltd
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Chipman and Renfrow AC
Yuba City, California
Chorpening Jungmann & Co
San Antonio, Texas
Christen Brown & Rufer
Louisville, Kentucky




Christie Weyen & Co PS
Spokane, Washington
Ciulla Stephens & Co
Parma Heights, Ohio
Clark Nuber & Co
Bellevue, Washington
Robert J Clark PA
Bricktown, New Jersey
Clark Schaefer Hackett & Co
Middletown, Ohio






Toms River, New Jersey
Clifton Gunderson & Co
Peoria, Illinois
Clinton Peer Accountancy Corporation
San Jose, California
J D Cloud & Co
Cincinnati, Ohio
Coates Way & Anderson
Warren, Pennsylvania
Cogen Sklar Levick & Co
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania




J L Cohen & Company
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
Morris J Cohen & Co
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Cohen Graff & Co
San Francisco, California
Cohen Rosenfeld & Lieberman
Hartford, Connecticut
Cohen Rutherford & Blum PC
Rockville, Maryland
J H Cohn & Company
Newark, New Jersey
Cole Evans & Peterson
Shreveport, Louisiana
Cole Frago Cusick Chestler & Co
Hartford, Connecticut
Cole Patterson & Co
Dallas, Texas
Coles & Bodoin
Newton Lower Falls, Massachusetts
Colley Trumbower & Howell
Orlando, Florida








Combellick O’Connor & Reynolds Inc
Englewood, Colorado
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Compton Kottke & Assocs
Louisville, Kentucky




Conklin Hruzek & Co PC
Houston, Texas
Conley McDonald Sprague & Co
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Connally Pechter and Company PC
Atlanta, Georgia








Cooke & Weiss PC
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Cooper Haugen & Co
Denver, Colorado
Coopers & Lybrand
New York, New York
Copeland Buhl & Company
Wayzata, Minnesota
Coppa & Fisher Inc
Norwalk, California






Cornman Bryan & Watts
Mayfield, Kentucky
Vila del Corral & Company
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
William R Corren & Co
Northbrook, Illinois
Cothran & Johnson AC
Oakland, California
Cotton and Allen PSC
Louisville, Kentucky
Cotton Parker & Johnson PC
Tucson, Arizona
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Councilor Buchanan & Mitchell
Bethesda, Maryland
Cox Allemong & Company
Martinsburg, West Virginia
Cox Mills & Company
Dumas, Texas
Cox Oldham & Bartlett
Louisville, Kentucky
Coyne & McClean Chartered
Baltimore, Maryland
Crawford Birk Bell & Coulter Inc
Greenwood, Indiana




Crimond Farmer & Co
Lamar, Colorado
Critchfield Wiltse & Co
Hobbs, New Mexico




John R Crouch Inc
Farmington, Missouri
Crouch Davis & Associates
Ogden, Utah




Cullen Murphy & Co PC
Boston, Massachusetts
David Culp & Co
Huntington, Indiana
Cummings Cable Lamont & Associates
Kennebunk, Maine
Cummings Keegan & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Curchin Schneider & Stives








D’Andrea Ebel & Co
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dahlstedt Smith & Co
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Daines Rasmussen & Wisan
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dalby Wendland & Co PC
Grand Junction, Colorado
Dalton Pennell & Co
Lynchburg, Virginia
Daniel Henderson & Associates PC
Hermitage, Tennessee
Daniells Phillips Vaughan & Bock Accountancy Corp
Bakersfield, California
Danielson Schultz & Co PC
Lansing, Michigan
Dwight Darby & Company PA
Tampa, Florida
Davidson Brennan & McKinley
Los Angeles, California






Davis Clark and Company
Dallas, Texas
Davis Kinard & Co
Abilene, Texas
Davis Monk Farnsworth & Company
Gainesville, Florida
Davis Presser & LaFaye
Jacksonville, Florida




De La Hunt Voto & Co Ltd
White Bear Lake, Minnesota
William W Dean
Ruidoso, New Mexico
Deaton Buechlein Brough & Co
Jasper, Indiana
M T Deaton & Co Chartered
Pocatello, Idaho
Joseph Decosimo and Company
Chattanooga, Tennessee
17
Dee Gosling & Company
Iowa City, Iowa
DeFoor Grady & Schiess PC
Tucson, Arizona
J S DeLane & Co
Dallas, Texas
DeLap White & Raish
Portland, Oregon
Delit & Company
New York, New York
Dellia and Company
Paoli, Pennsylvania
Deloitte Haskins & Sells
New York, New York
Fred D Deluzio
Jeanette, Pennsylvania
DeMiller Denny Word & Co
Jackson, Mississippi
Deming Malone Livesay & Ostroff
Louisville, Kentucky
Conrad G Demro Jr
Orlando, Florida
Den Hartog & Hogan Co PC
Waterloo, Iowa
Richard C Denen Ltd
Phoenix, Arizona
DeNicholas Leicht Masters & Sakony Inc
Youngstown, Ohio
Denious & Slayter PC
Phoenix, Arizona
DeNiro & Thorne
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denman & Company
Des Moines, Iowa
Dent Baker & McDowell
Birmingham, Alabama
J R Deputy Accountancy Corp
Mission Hills, California
Derderian Kann Seyferth & Salucci PC
Troy, Michigan
Derieux Baker Thompson & Whitt
Richmond, Virginia




Diamond Kelley and Company PA
Montgomery, Alabama
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Diaz Lizarribar Rosario & Co
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
Ralph Dickson & Company
Columbus, Ohio
Diehl Fletcher Banwart & Bolton Chartered
Fort Scott, Kansas
Dietrich Bye Griffin & Youel
Portland, Oregon
DiPaolo Kushner & Riley PC
Bayside, New York
Charles E DiPesa & Co
Boston, Massachusetts
Dittrich Koller & Company
Washington, Iowa
Dixon & Company Ltd
Tucson, Arizona
Dixon Odom & Co
High Point, North Carolina
Dixon Waller & Co
Trinidad, Colorado
Dobbins DeGuire & Tucker PC
Missoula, Montana






Doeren Mayhew & Co
Troy, Michigan
Doherty Carmody & Company
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Dohm & Wolff
Dallas, Texas
Dohman Akerlund & Eddy
Aurora, Nebraska




Donaca Twedt & Battleson PC
Bend, Oregon
Donnelly Meiners & Jordan
Kansas City, Missouri
Donoho Cohn & Co
Sacramento, California







Doshier Pickens & Francis PC
Amarillo, Texas





Santa Fe, New Mexico
Doxey & Karpinski Ltd
Phoenix, Arizona
Draney & Associates Inc
Colorado Springs, Colorado














Dulin Ward & DeWald Inc
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Dunbar Breitweiser & Company
Bloomington, Illinois
Dunbar Cook & Shepard Inc
Indianapolis, Indiana
Dunmire Short & Co
Rapid City, South Dakota
Duplantier Hrapmann Hogan & Maher
New Orleans, Louisiana
Dupree Camputaro & Weston
Daytona Beach, Florida
Dupuis & Ryden PC
Flint, Michigan
Marjorie Durden
New York, New York





Eads Hunter & Company
Dallas, Texas
C J Ecalono & Company PA
Columbia, Maryland




Craig M Eckstein & Co
Vandalia, Ohio
Edwards Berger Harris & Company Chartered
Vero Beach, Florida
Edwards Koshiw & Associates PC
Troy, Michigan
Donald L Egbert
Salt Lake City, Utah
Egert Marder & Co Ltd
Chicago, Illinois
Robert L Eichel Accountancy Corporation
Pasadena, California
Eide Helmeke & Co
Fargo, North Dakota




Leo E Einheuser PC
Detroit, Michigan
H K Eisenberg & Company
San Francisco, California
Richard A Eisner & Company
New York, New York
Eisner & Lubin
New York, New York
Eisner and Tenenbaum
Woodbridge, New Jersey




Ellin & Tucker Chartered
Baltimore, Maryland





D C Ellis & Co
Little Rock, Arkansas
Elms Faris & Company
Odessa, Texas
Epstein Howard Turner & Wershbale Inc
Shaker Heights, Ohio
Erickson Hunt & Spillman PC
Fort Collins, Colorado




Erpelding Hodgson Voigt & Co
Algona, Iowa
Ervin Prater Pickens Snodgrass & Koch
Arlington, Texas




Esterbrooks Comen Scott Signorelli Willkie
Duluth, Minnesota
Evans Condie & Company
Twin Falls, Idaho
Evans Gries & Company
Addison, Illinois
Evans Parrish & Fisk
Lakeland, Florida
Eveson Snyder Lincoln & Co
La Grande, Oregon
Fairall Quindt & Cummins Inc PC
El Paso, Texas
Fargo Dowling Pashke & Twargowski
Erie, Pennsylvania
Faw Casson & Co
Salisbury, Maryland
Feeley & Driscoll PC
Boston, Massachusetts
Feeney Montovani & Murray PC
Glastonbury, Connecticut











Joseph D Filomeno & Co PC
West Hartford, Connecticut










Samuel M Fisher & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Fishkin Dippel & McNevin
Baraboo, Wisconsin
Fitts Roberts & Co Inc PC
Houston, Texas




Flagel Huber Flagel & Co
Dayton, Ohio
Fleming Tempas & Co
Englewood, Colorado
Jack Floerke & Associates Inc
Lakewood, Colorado
Flynt DuRant and Company PA
Columbia, South Carolina
John F Forbes & Co
San Francisco, California
Ford Black & Co PC
Portland, Oregon
Ford Hickman Gibbs and Massinger Inc
San Diego, California
Forness Graham & Company
Orlando, Florida









Fradin Gessman & Co
Cranston, Rhode Island
James M Fraley
Ballston Lake, New York
Richard Francis & Company PC
Salt Lake City, Utah
Frank and Company
Lexington, Kentucky
Frank Rimerman & Co
Palo Alto, California
Frank Seringer & Chaney Inc
Amherst, Ohio
Frank Stefanou & Company
McLean, Virginia
Herbert N Frankel
Fort Lee, New Jersey
Frankel Zacharia Nissen Stamp & Urban
Omaha, Nebraska
John David Franklin Chartered
Overland Park, Kansas
Franks Branum & Company
Houston, Texas
Frantz & Company
Washington, District of Columbia
Frauenthal Gornik & Associates
Cleveland, Ohio
Frazee Fox & Dodge
Little Rock, Arkansas




Freed Maxick Sachs & Murphy PC
Buffalo, New York
Freidkin Kamins & Company PA
Rockville, Maryland
A S Fricano Inc
East Liverpool, Ohio
Milton H Friedberg Smith & Co
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Friedlander Dunn & Company
Horsham, Pennsylvania
Friedman & Fuller PC
Chevy Chase, Maryland





James B Frost and Company
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Jack Frost and Company
Little Rock, Arkansas
William S Fry & Co
Dayton, Ohio






Fuller Somero & Black
Traverse City, Michigan






Gabell O’Connell Graves & Co
Ripley, West Virginia
Gaines Vollucci & Co Ltd
Warwick, Rhode Island
Galinsky & Company
West Des Moines, Iowa
Gallagher & Gallagher
Port Isabel, Texas
Gallagher Datemasch & Co
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Gallagher Flynn Crampton & Co
Burlington, Vermont
Gallant Farrow & Greene PC
Phoenix, Arizona
Gallant Seigel Mitchell & Company
St Louis, Missouri
S J Gallina & Co
Sacramento, California




Gandy Scott Tollefson & Company
Redding, California
Gangloff Kemme & Supelak
Cleveland, Ohio
Garner Bloom & Robinson Chtd
Silver Spring, Maryland
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Garner Nasif & Co
Santa Barbara, California
Garnick Mansfield Heitner Shea & Roth
New York, New York
Garren Stanifer & Ross Inc
Pueblo, Colorado
Garrett Sullivan & Company PA
Durham, North Carolina




Gavigan Burkart & Co
Traverse City, Michigan
Geis & Company PC
Denver, Colorado









Washington, District of Columbia
John A Gidney Ltd
Reno, Nevada
Michael K Gilliam PC
Cheshire, Connecticut
Gillon and Company Ltd
Natchez, Mississippi
Giordani & Lortie PA
Exeter, New Hampshire
Girardot Strauch & Cox
Lafayette, Indiana
Gish Seiden & Sheron
North Hollywood, California
Gladney & Hemrick PC
Atlanta, Georgia
Gleeson Sklar & Sawyers
Chicago, Illinois
Donald A Glenn AC
Emeryville, California
Glickman Berkovitz Levinson Weiner
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania
Gnewuch Trimberger Rettke & Co SC
Green Bay, Wisconsin
26






Goldberg Geiser & Co Ltd
Chicago, Illinois
Goldberg Westheimer & Co
Houston, Texas




Goldfein Silverman & Olson Ltd
Minneapolis, Minnesota
S D Goldfine Co
Wayne, Pennsylvania
Goldklang & Associates PC
Vienna, Virginia
Goldstein Golub Kessler & Co PC
New York, New York








Gordon Harrington & Osborn PC
Andover, Massachusetts
Jay H Gordon & Co
Montpelier, Vermont
David John Gotaas & Co
Winnetka, Illinois
Martin Gottesdiener & Company
New London, Connecticut
Goussak & Raben Ltd
Las Vegas, Nevada
Gowland Kincaid Davis & Co
Corpus Christi, Texas
Grabush Newman & Co PA
Baltimore, Maryland
Grace Gilliam & Company PC
Dallas, Texas
John E Grady Inc
Beachwood, Ohio
27
O H Granade & Co
McMinnville, Tennessee
Grandey & Stovall PC
Fort Worth, Texas




Graves McKenna Lundeen & Almquist
Minneapolis, Minnesota














Greene Lindley & Company
Anderson, South Carolina
Greene Nakahara & Arnold AC
Oakland, California
Greenstein Logan & Company
Waco, Texas
Greenwood Ohlund & Co
Seattle, Washington
Greer & Greer Accts Inc
Santa Ana, California
Gregor and Mason PC
Eugene, Oregon
Grier Reeves and Lawley
Texarkana, Texas
Griffin Wade & Company
Walterboro, South Carolina




Groner Boyle & Quillin
Columbus, Ohio





Dale E Gruntorad & Co
Lincoln, Nebraska
Guthoff & Company Ltd
Bloomington, Illinois




Hafner Jurack & Co SC
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Hagaman Roper Haddox & Reid
Jackson, Mississippi
Hagen Kurth & Perman
Seattle, Washington
Hagner Ratke & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Hahn Amster & Kase
Phoenix, Arizona




Hall Kistler & Company
Canton, Ohio




C H Hamilton & Company
Houston, Texas






Davis Hammon & Co
Oroville, California
Hancey Jones Waters & Wright
Logan, Utah
Hancock Bassham & Smith Inc
Kilgore, Texas
Hancock Condon & Company PC
Lansing, Illinois
Haney Martin & Ludwig PC
North Platte, Nebraska
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Hankins Powers Fergerson & Company
Denton, Texas
Hansen Barnett & Maxwell
Salt Lake City, Utah
Hansen Jergenson & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
George M Hansen Company PA
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Hanson & Hager SC
Hayward, Wisconsin
Hanson Rotter & Assoc
Carmel, California
Harding Shymanski & Company AC
Evansville, Indiana
M B Hariton and Company 
Washington, District of Columbia
Harper & Pearson Company
Houston, Texas




Harris McMillan Hudgins & Co
Greenville, South Carolina
Hart Chester Eng & Company
Palo Alto, California
Harter Singhaus & Co
North Canton, Ohio
Hascal Sjoholm & Co PS
Everett, Washington
Haugen Edson & Company Ltd
Rochester, Minnesota






Thomas W Havey & Co
Chicago, Illinois




Hawthorn Waymouth & Carroll
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Hayden Ross Pilcher & Jones
Moscow, Idaho
30
Hayes & Harrison PA
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Hayes Perisho and McCarthy AC
Sunnyvale, California
Hayman Darnell & Bresenoff
Tustin, California
Haynes Moore VanLandingham & Finney
Rome, Georgia
Haynie Larson and Gabrielson
Salt Lake City, Utah
Hazlett Lewis and Bieter
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Heard McElroy & Vestal
Shreveport, Louisiana
Heffner & Pollack





Adrian S Helgeson & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Hemming Morse Inc Accountants
San Mateo, California
Hemric & Yale
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina
Henderson Stevens & Associates PC
Rock Springs, Wyoming
Hendry & Bailey PC
Dalton, Georgia
Henkel & Associates PC
Boone, Iowa
Henning Strouse Jordan & Sulaski
Bloomington, Illinois




Henry & Peters PC
Tyler, Texas
Henry and Georges PC
Troy, Michigan




Herr Nicholas & Company PC
Reading, Pennsylvania
31




Hill Barth & King
Youngstown, Ohio
Hill Christensen & Company
Marshfield, Wisconsin
Hill Flurry & Company PC
Montgomery, Alabama
Hills Renaut Homen & McCormick
Fresno, California
Hillsman Lynch & Co Ltd
Chicago, Illinois
Hilton Walker & Co
Newton Upper Falls, Massachusetts
Hines Condon & Zarlengo
Arvada, Colorado
Albert V Hinton Jr
Laporte, Indiana




Hoch Frey & Zugman
Ft Lauderdale, Florida
Hochschild Bloom & Company
St Louis, Missouri








Holdeman Chiddister & Co
Elkhart, Indiana
Holdsworth Burrell & Company
Boston, Massachusetts
Holjes & David PA
Dunedin, Florida
Holland Knowles & Peterson
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Holland Shipes Bennett & Thrasher
Atlanta, Georgia
Hollander Harrison & Fine
Beverly Hills, California
32
Hollis McClain & Howell Ltd
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
Holtz Rubenstein & Co
Melville, New York
James R Holyfield & Co PA
West Palm Beach, Florida
Hood and Strong
San Francisco, California
Hoover Harrison & Gardner PC
Kingsport, Tennessee




Wm F Horne and Company Ltd
Laurel, Mississippi
Don C Horton & Co
Houston, Texas
Hottel & Willis PC
Winchester, Virginia
Houghton Taplick & Co
Madison, Wisconsin
Howard Beeler Lentol & Taflinger
Lima, Ohio
Howard Listander & Berkower
Perth Amboy, New Jersey
Hoyt Devine & Company Ltd
Berwyn, Pennsylvania






Hullett Johnson Kellum & Metcalf
Birmingham, Alabama




J W Hunt and Company
Columbia, South Carolina
Hunter & Associates PC
Boulder, Colorado
Hunter & Hunter PA
Charlotte, North Carolina
R D Hunter & Company
Paramus, New Jersey
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Hunzelman Putzier & Co
Storm Lake, Iowa










Hutchison Hugins and Philips
Durango, Colorado
Hutton Nelson & McDonald
Oak Brook, Illinois
Icerman Johnson & Hoffman
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Imbese Seif & Wasserman PC
Woodbury, New York




Glenn Ingram & Company
Chicago, Illinois




Irwin and Coffie Accountants PC
Los Angeles, California
Irwin Rollins & Co
Kewanee, Illinois
Edward Isaacs & Company
New York, New York
Isenstadt and Levene PC
New Haven, Connecticut
Isler Colling & McAdams
Portland, Oregon
Mike Isom & Company
Memphis, Tennessee
Israeloff Trattner & Co
Valley Stream, New York
Jacobson Lawrence & Associates
Seattle, Washington





F E James and Associates
Seattle, Washington
Janssen Schmidt & Associates PC
Rutland, Vermont








Johns Beyreuther Beinhorn & Co
Brainerd, Minnesota
Johnson Burdine & Co
Arlington, Texas
Johnson Grant & Co
Lincoln, Nebraska
Johnson Morgan & Co
Anchorage, Alaska




Fred R Johnson PC
Lakewood, Colorado
Ansell Johnson & Co PS
Seattle, Washington
Johnston Gremaux & Rossi
Walnut Creek, California




Jones & Healy Chartered
Bethesda, Maryland




Jones Bryan & Johnston Inc
Bartlesville, Oklahoma
Jones Hay Sanders and Company
San Angelo, Texas
Jones Nale and Mattingly
Louisville, Kentucky
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Jones Saegert & Co PC
Houston, Texas




John F Joyce PC
Portland, Oregon
Judd Thomas Beasley & Smith PC
Dallas, Texas
Juncker McMillian & Bennett
Beaumont, Texas
Jungers & O’Connell PC
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Junkermier Clark Campanella Stevens PC
Great Falls, Montana
P F Jurgs & Company
Burlington, Vermont
Kading Chesley & Woodke PC
Omaha, Nebraska
Kafoury Armstrong & Co
Reno, Nevada
Kalman Phillips & Co
Houston, Texas




L Paul Kassouf & Co PA
Birmingham, Alabama
Katch Tyson & Company
Chicago, Illinois




Kaufman Davis Ruebelmann Posner & Kurtz
Washington, District of Columbia
Kaufman Nachbar & Company
Rockville Centre, New York
Kaufman Rosenbloom & Shapiro PA
Bethesda, Maryland
Kaufman Rossin & Co
Miami, Florida
Kausch & Graf Co
Akron, Ohio
Chester M Kearney and Co
Bangor, Maine
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Keeler Phibbs & Company
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Keeney Hembree & Company
Dumas, Texas
Gus V Keller & Co
St Louis, Missouri
Kelley Cole & Co
Lubbock, Texas
Kelley Galloway & Company
Ashland, Kentucky
Kellogg & Andelson AC
Los Angeles, California
James J Kelly Stanton Bldg
Ardmore, Pennsylvania












David C Kennedy Inc
San Bernardino, California
Kerber Eck & Braeckel
Springfield, Illinois
Kesler & Co Ltd
Danville, Illinois
Kevane Peterson Soto & Pasarell
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico




Arnold Kilberg & Company
Providence, Rhode Island
Kimbleton Blair & Co
Ashland, Kentucky
Kimmerling Myers & Co
Indianapolis, Indiana





Walter C King Associates PC
Westport, Connecticut
Kipnis & Karchmer





F T Kleiger & Company
New York, New York
Knight Towle Sage & Johnson
San Luis Obispo, California
Knight Vale & Gregory
Tacoma, Washington
John A Knutson & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Koch & Zelko PA
Hollywood, Florida




Kohlhepp Hofacre & Wolfe
Fort Mitchell, Kentucky




Konowitz Kahn Rashba & Leibowitz PC
New Haven, Connecticut




Kostin Neistat Ruffkess Ratner & Gerrol
West Hartford, Connecticut
Koury Ready Lefoldt & Co
Jackson, Mississippi
Kenneth R Kraft & Co
Nashville, Tennessee
Kraft Bros Esstman Patton & Harrell
Nashville, Tennessee
Kregel Raterink Kingma & Co
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Krehbiel Steffens Bowen & Co
Mount Vernon, Illinois









F B Kubik & Company
Wichita, Kansas
Kuehn Smith & Co
St Louis, Missouri
Kunsman Azzolina & Co PC
Easton, Pennsylvania
Kuntz Lesher Siegrist Martini & Associates
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Kupferberg Goldberg & Neimark
Chicago, Illinois
Kyle & Company
Washington, District of Columbia
Mario La Prova Inc
North Providence, Rhode Island
LaFollette Jansa Brandt & Co
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Lagomarsino and Resch
Rutherford, New Jersey
Lambert Leach and Co
Longmont, Colorado
Paul Lambert Jr PA
Bethesda, Maryland
Lamn Gordon & Krielow
North Palm Beach, Florida
Lane Gorman Trubitt & Company
Dallas, Texas
Raymond E Lang & Associates PA
Chevy Chase, Maryland
Lang Glassgow McGrath & Co PC
Portland, Oregon
Lanier Locke & Ritter
Austin, Texas
LaPorte Sehrt Romig and Hand
New Orleans, Louisiana




Larson Allen Weishair & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota





Jerome A Laska An Accountancy Corporation
Walnut Creek, California
George Lasky & Company
Dallas, Texas
Lathan Lumsden McCormick and Co
Buffalo, New York










Leftwich Delcambre Ladouceur and Company PC
New Orleans, Louisiana
Thomas Leger & Co
Houston, Texas
Lehman Butterwick & Company PC
Denver, Colorado




Lenkowski Lonergan & Co
Waterbury, Connecticut
Leopold & Linowes
Washington, District of Columbia
Kenneth Leventhal & Company
Los Angeles, California
Levey Fishbane & Abrams
New York, New York















Linden Klain Israel & Ross
Southfield, Michigan
Lindquist von Husen and Joyce
San Francisco, California
Lindsay Walls & Co PC
Memphis, Tennessee
Lindsey Crisp Hughes & Mabe
Asheville, North Carolina
Linford Jensen Bradford & Co
Long Beach, California
Linkenheimer Hebrew & Company
Santa Rosa, California
Linscheid Austin & Frohm
Port Huron, Michigan
Linton Shafer & Company
Frederick, Maryland
Richard W Little Jr PC
Redmond, Oregon
Litzler Gardner & Contryman
Flagstaff, Arizona
Lloyd & Company Ltd
Little Rock, Arkansas
Fred A Lockwood & Co
Gering, Nebraska
Loeb & Troper
New York, New York
Edward D Logan

















Long Chilton Payte & Hardin
Brownsville, Texas
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T E Lott and Company PA
Columbus, Mississippi
Lovell & Company PC
New Orleans, Louisiana
Lovett & Baer Ltd
Little Rock, Arkansas
H J Lowe & Company
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Lowrimore Warwick & Co
Wilmington, North Carolina
Lubnow & Lotzer SC
Waukesha, Wisconsin






Lurie Eiger Besikof & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Lusebrink Puckey & Company PC
Jackson, Michigan
Luton & Co Inc
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
A Dean Lynn Accountancy Corp
Tarzana, California
Lyons Waller Sayre & Wade
Tucson, Arizona
Lysaught Salmon and Company Inc
Michigan City, Indiana
MacAlpine Carll & Co
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Macare DeCaprio and Cusano PC
Branford, Connecticut
MacDade Abbott & Co
Paoli, Pennsylvania




Maches and Baughman AC
San Diego, California
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MacIver Owen & Bell
Dallas, Texas
Mack Roberts Walsh & Co PC
Portland, Oregon
Mackey & Co PC
Salem, Oregon




Roy Bardon Maginnis PC
Corvallis, Oregon
Maginnis Knechtel & McIntyre
Pasadena, California
Magnuson McHugh & Company PA
Coeur D’Alene, Idaho
Mahoney Cohen & Company PC
New York, New York
Maidy Lederman & Co
Los Angeles, California
Maillie Falconiero & Company
Pottstown, Pennsylvania
Main Hurdman
New York, New York
Malow Cohen & Co
Houston, Texas
Mandragouras Powers & Co PC
Peabody, Massachusetts






















Great Neck, New York
Marlin & Edmondson
Nashville, Tennessee
Marshall & Running PC
Albany, Oregon
Marshall Granger & Company
Mamaroneck, New York
Martin & Martin Ltd
Park Ridge, Illinois
Martin Deal & Dolan Ltd
Richmond, Virginia
Jack Martin & Co PC
Birmingham, Michigan
Martin Trachta Hunter & Company
Dallas, Texas
Martin Werbelow & Co
Pasadena, California
Walter A Martinez Ltd
Phoenix, Arizona
Marucci Ortals Annett & Company
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
Charles L Marvin and Company PC
Schenectady, New York








Mathews Nightingale Reich & Scott PC
Birmingham, Michigan
Mathieson Aitken & Co
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania




Jesse P Matthews and Company
Jackson, Mississippi









D R Maxfield & Company
Fairfax, Virginia
May Lambert & King PC
Decatur, Illinois




Fred A Mayfield & Company
Dalton, Georgia
Mazanec Carlson & Co PA
West St Paul, Minnesota
Joseph R Mazzoni
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania












McDermott & Miller PC
Grand Island, Nebraska
J McDonald & Co Ltd
Phoenix, Arizona
McDonald Holligan & McPherson Inc
Pueblo, Colorado
Howard W McElroy PC
New Braunfels, Texas
McEndarffer Hoke & Bernard PC
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan




McGIadrey Hendrickson & Co
Davenport, Iowa
McGowan Thompson & Starlin
Santa Barbara, California
McGrail Young & Co
Scranton, Pennsylvania
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McKean & Associates PA
Mobile, Alabama
John R McKean Accountants PC
San Francisco, California
McKinney Friesen & Fritschy
Carlsbad, New Mexico




McLaughlin Proscia & Co PC
New York, New York
McLaughlin Reineke & Associates
Cumberland, Maryland
Donald McLean & Co Chtd
Bloomingdale, Illinois
McLean Koehler Sparks and Hammond
Towson, Maryland
McMahan Sipp and Olsen Inc
Vail, Colorado
McMahon Hartmann Amundson & Co
St Cloud, Minnesota












Margie S McQueen & Co
Fort Worth, Texas




Meahl McNamara & Co
Boston, Massachusetts
James R Meany & Associates
Bowling Green, Kentucky
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Meriwether Wilson & Sitrick
Des Moines, Iowa
Merskin & Merskin PC
Hart, Michigan
Mesh Dick Cherkas & Co
Coral Gables, Florida
Metcalf Frix & Company
Atlanta, Georgia
Metcalf Hodges & Co
Bellingham, Washington
Charles W Metcalf AC
San Jose, California
Metier Gamlen & Co
Albuquerque, New Mexico







New York, New York
Miller & Company
Vincennes, Indiana
Miller Cooper & Co Ltd
Skokie, Illinois
Miller Eigeman Hanson & Saurey PC
Kalispell, Montana
Miller Gegner & Associates PC
Des Moines, Iowa
Ray L Miller
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Miller Mayer Sullivan & Frank
Lexington, Kentucky
Miller Wachman & Co
Boston, Massachusetts





Milligan Muller Chambellan & Berger
Manhasset, New York
Brent Millikan PA
New Smyrna Beach, Florida
Minihan Kernutt Stokes & Co
Eugene, Oregon
Minor Jackson & Co
Houston, Texas
Robert Mirsky & Company PA
Fort Lee, New Jersey
Mitchell & Killebrew
Greenwood, Mississippi
Mitchell Titus & Co
New York, New York








David Monoker & Company
Towson, Maryland












James Moore & Co
Gainesville, Florida
Clifford H Moore and Company
Riverton, Wyoming
Moore Rae Thomas & Fellows
Troy, Michigan
Moore Smith & Dale
Southfield, Michigan
John W Morgan & Company PA
Jackson, Mississippi
Morgan Roe & Co PC
Evergreen, Colorado
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Morrison & Delarbre PA
Tampa, Florida








Mortenson Fleming Grizzetti & Boiko PA
West Orange, New Jersey
Morton Nehls & Tierney SC
Madison, Wisconsin
Mosebach Griffith and Company
Des Moines, Iowa
Moses Phillips Young & Brannon
Birmingham, Alabama




E Thomas Moulder PC
Springfield, Missouri
William F Muckenfuss & Associates
Mount Pleasant, South Carolina
Mueller Sieracki Kaun Miller & Co
Elgin, Illinois
Mueller West and Company
Austin, Texas
Mulcahy Pauritsch & Co Ltd
Orland Park, Illinois
T W Mullen & Company
Boston, Massachusetts




Murchison & Marek AC
Long Beach, California









Murphy Hauser O’Connor & Quinn
Chicago, Illinois
Murray Jonson White & Associates Ltd
Arlington, Virginia
Murski Hicks & Co
Dallas, Texas








Myers Baune Dosen Kuitunen & Co
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Nail Davis Buhr & Co PC
Des Moines, Iowa
Nail McKinney Tate & Robinson
Tupelo, Mississippi
Nankin Schnoll & Company SC
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Napier Ratcliff & Company
El Paso, Texas
Naron & Wagner Chartered
Baltimore, Maryland
Marvin N Nathan Accountants Inc
San Francisco, California




Neighbors Neal Hamlin & Balbirer
Durham, North Carolina
Nelson Trimble Everton & Webb
Bend, Oregon
Nemiroff Cosmas Titus & Colchamiro
New York, New York
Harry Ness & Company
Hanover, Pennsylvania
Ness Waller Nygaard & Co
Alexandria, Minnesota
Conrad J Netting & Co
San Antonio, Texas





Ernest Newbern & Company
Memphis, Tennessee




Newman Schuman & Simon
Chicago, Illinois
Niemi Holland & Scott
Kennewick, Washington




J Noonan & Company
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Norman Jones Coen & Co
Lancaster, Ohio
Nowlen Stewart Tedamonson & Holt
West Palm Beach, Florida
J Christopher Nurney
Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Nykiel Carlin & Co Ltd
Schaumburg, Illinois




O’Connor Brooks & Co
Dubuque, Iowa
O’Donnell Ficenec Wills & Ferdig
Omaha, Nebraska








Oakley Gethmann & Ostrant Ltd
Evanston, Illinois
Odenberg Ullakko & Co
San Francisco, California
Geo S Olive & Co
Indianapolis, Indiana
Albert Olsen & Co PA
Morristown, New Jersey
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Olsen Thielen & Co Ltd
St Paul, Minnesota
Olson Knutson & Company SC
Eau Claire, Wisconsin




M D Oppenheim & Company PA
Piscataway, New Jersey
Oppenheim Appel Dixon & Co
New York, New York
Orser Olson & St Peter
Bismarck, North Dakota
Osburn Henning & Company
Orlando, Florida
Ostrow Reisin Berk & Abrams
Chicago, Illinois
Oyler Matchette & Company
Marion, Indiana
Packer Deislinger & Johnson
Warren, Ohio
Padgett Stratemann & Co
San Antonio, Texas
Rafael Pagan Del Toro & Co
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Pannell Kerr Forster
New York, New York
Andrew D Pappas
Phoenix, Arizona
Parent Dott & Company Ltd
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin
Parent McLaughlin & Nangle
Boston, Massachusetts
Parente Randolph Orlando Carey & Associates
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Parker Wittus and Company
Southfield, Michigan
Parrish Greennstein Moody & Harelik PC
Marlin, Texas




Payne Miller & Oliphant
Chattanooga, Tennessee





Henry R Pearson Inc
Dallas, Texas
Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co
New York, New York
Pechon Messina Robbert & Favaloro
Metairie, Louisiana
J Earl Pedelahore & Co
New Orleans, Louisiana
Pedicord & Associates Inc
Denver, Colorado




Perrin Fordree & Company PC
Troy, Michigan
James F Peters PC
Southfield, Michigan
George A Peterson & Co
La Jolla, California




Peterson Sullivan & Co
Seattle, Washington












Phillips and Bowles PC
Houston, Texas
Phillips Carlington & Co
Tacoma, Washington
Piccerelli Gilstein & Company
Providence, Rhode Island
Pierce Strange & Company
Raleigh, North Carolina
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Roy J Pile & Co
Indianapolis, Indiana




Poarch & Associates PA
Birmingham, Alabama
Polakoff Bros and Leen PA
Summit, New Jersey
William H Polk & Co PA
Batesville, Mississippi




Poole Rasmussen Accountants Inc
Santa Ana, California
Porter Muirhead & Co PC
Casper, Wyoming










Prall & Company Inc
Bloomington, Indiana
Prangley Marks & Co
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Presnell Gage & Co
Lewiston, Idaho
Preszler Larner Mertz & Co
Aberdeen, Washington
Price Waterhouse & Co
New York, New York
Priest Kortick & Gesmondi Ltd
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Barbara Prince
Washington, District of Columbia
Probe Batson & Co PA
Fort Myers, Florida
Pulakos & Alongi Ltd
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Puleo & Spitzbard PC
Hamden, Connecticut
A M Pullen & Company
Greensboro, North Carolina
Purvis Gray and Company
Gainesville, Florida




Quezada Navarro & Co
Los Angeles, California
Quick & McFarlin PC
Omaha, Nebraska




Raikow & Lewis Accountancy Corporation
Woodland Hills, California
Rainer & Company PC
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania




A Lee Rawlings & Company PC
Norfolk, Virginia
Ray & Company PC
Abilene, Texas
Rea & Associates Inc
New Philadelphia, Ohio
Rea Gross Logan & Co Inc
Marion, Indiana
Rea Shaw Giffin & Stuart
Meridian, Mississippi
Redlin and Company SC
West Allis, Wisconsin
Charles E Reed & Associates PC
Port Arthur, Texas
Regier Carr Monroe & Wallace
Wichita, Kansas
Rehmann Robson Osburn & Co
Saginaw, Michigan
Gerald T Reilly & Company
Milton, Massachusetts
M L Reiner & Co
Darien, Connecticut
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Rhode Scripter & Associates
Boulder, Colorado




Rich Baker Berman & Nimar PA
Maplewood, New Jersey
Rich Levine Karpel Glinsky & Co
New York, New York
Richard & Hedrick
Santa Monica, California
Richardson Howe Wilson & Cunningham
Murray, Kentucky
Riney Hancock & Co PSC
Owensboro, Kentucky




Eugene J Ristaino PC
Norristown, Pennsylvania
Robbins Baer Baygood & Telpner Chtd
Chicago, Illinois




Roberts McKenzie Mangan and Cummings
Springfield, Missouri





Robinson Hughes & Christopher
Danville, Kentucky
Robinson Rauner & Braasch
Sidney, Nebraska
Robirds and Associates PC
Cody, Wyoming
Robison Hill & Co PC
Salt Lake City, Utah
Rodrigues Guckin & Tobojka
New Bedford, Massachusetts
Rodriguez Roach & Associates PC
Denver, Colorado
Robert J Roel Ltd
Fargo, North Dakota
Rogers Brigman Peterson & Co PA
Columbia, South Carolina
Rogers Frizzell & Senkerik PC
Tucson, Arizona
Rogers Huber & Associates
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania
Rogoff Diamond & Walker
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Ronder Legg Sperry & Company PC
Kingston, New York
Rooney Ida Nolt and Ahern
Oakland, California
Rooney Plotkin & Willey
Newport, Rhode Island
Philip Rootberg & Company
Chicago, Illinois




Rose Feldman Radin Pavone & Skehan
New York, New York
Rosen Lassoff & Flaster PC
Hartford, Connecticut





New York, New York
Robert S Rosow
San Antonio, Texas
Ross Eubank Betts & Co
Jackson, Mississippi
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Robert Rossi & Co
Eynon, Pennsylvania






Rubin Brown Gornstein & Co
St Louis, Missouri




Rudney Rudney & Company
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania




Rusconi Cahill & Larkin PC
Hartford, Connecticut
Thomas G Russoniello
Jersey City, New Jersey
Rylander Clay & Opitz
Fort Worth, Texas
Ryun Givens and Company
West Des Moines, Iowa
Sabatini Russell Holleman & Pucinelli PC
Richmond, Virginia
Sackrider Holler Trummel Inc
Terre Haute, Indiana
Martin M Sacks & Associates
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Saffle Phillips & Sawall
Lubbock, Texas
Sagal Jacobs & Company PC
New Haven, Connecticut




Sander Hull & Gunderson
Portland, Oregon
Sanders and Company AC
Evansville, Indiana
Sanders and Strauss PA
Columbia, South Carolina
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Sands Weinberg & Co
St Paul, Minnesota




Sartain Fischbein & Co
Tulsa, Oklahoma














Schippers Kintner & Robertson
Adrian, Michigan
Schlabig Harrington & Associates
Akron, Ohio
Schmaltz & Company PC
Southfield, Michigan












Schoenadel Marginot & Company
Springfield, Virginia
Henry Scholten & Company
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Arnold N Schorn & Co
Chicago, Illinois
Schroeder Howell & Trefzer PC




Schulman Klock & Co PC
Phoenix, Arizona
Donald M Schulz PC
Carson City, Nevada




Schwartz Bayer & Herzog
Chicago, Illinois
Schweitzer Rubin Gottlieb & Karon
Minneapolis, Minnesota








Scruggs & Hiatt PC
Brookings, Oregon
Scullion Nilson & Beekmann
Denver, Colorado
Seamons Bancroft Smith & Cook PC
Twin Falls, Idaho
Segal Hailey & Co Ltd
Phoenix, Arizona
Seibert Edwards Heath & Company
Austin, Texas
Seidman & Seidman
New York, New York
Robert N Selberg
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
Selden Fox and Associates Ltd
Oak Brook, Illinois
Severance and Sharp PC
Knoxville, Tennessee
Shamley & Associates PC
Casper, Wyoming
Sharp Bausch McCree & Co
Dallas, Texas





Shave Lutz Schwartz & King PC
Albany, New York
Shea Oesterle Siana & Deegan
Rosemont, Pennsylvania
Andrew G Shebay & Co PC
Houston, Texas
Sheehan & Company PC
New York, New York
C Johnson Sheffield
Warsaw, North Carolina
A Sheiffer & Company
Jericho, New York
Shelby Rucksdashel and Jones
Houston, Texas
Sheriff Sheriff McNally & Co
Richardson, Texas








Siegfried Crandall Vos & Lewis PC
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Alfred W Siegrist & Company
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts




Sigman Neuman & Company
Denver, Colorado
Sikich Gardner & Co
Aurora, Illinois
Silvertrust Chulock & Stewart
Skokie, Illinois
Simkins Kugler Fine & Company
Montgomeryville, Pennsylvania
Thomas F Simma AC
Terre Haute, Indiana
Simma Flottemesch & Orenstein PC
New Richmond, Wisconsin
Simonson Moore & Olson
Bellevue, Washington







Sinn Laukhuf and Company
Paulding, Ohio




Skillman Zielesch & Company
Troy, Michigan










N R Smith & Associates Inc PC
Olympia, Washington
H W Smith & Company PS
Bellevue, Washington
Sidney B Smith and Co
Des Moines, Iowa
Smith and Howard PC
Atlanta, Georgia
Smith and Raab PC
Decatur, Georgia
Smith Bailey & Co
Nampa, Idaho
Smith Batchelder & Rugg
Hanover, New Hampshire
Smith Bertocchi Arbaugh & Hall
Kittanning, Pennsylvania
Smith Birkeland & Co
Billings, Montana
Smith Cole Armstrong & Filipowski
Shreveport, Louisiana
Smith Elliott Kearns & Company
Hagerstown, Maryland
Smith Kesler & Company PA
Gaffney, South Carolina
Smith Paulsen & Evans
Waterloo, Iowa
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Smith Payne & Co
Norwalk, Ohio
Smither Talley Ange & Mauldin
Decatur, Alabama
Smits Kilsdonk & Associates SC
Antigo, Wisconsin
Smoak Davis & Nixon
Jacksonville, Florida
Snodgrass & Company PC
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania














Sorkin Thayer & Co
Akron, Ohio






Spear Safer & Co
Miami, Florida




Squyres Johnson Squyres & Co
Tyler, Texas
St John & Mersmann Inc
Chesterfield, Missouri




Stave Gilbertson & Hallgrimson
Everett, Washington
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Stavisky Shapiro & Whyte
Boston, Massachusetts
Stefo Madoch and Co Ltd
Des Plaines, Illinois
Stegman & Company PA
Baltimore, Maryland
Milton P Stein & Company SC
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Stein Goldberg & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania




Steres Alpert & Carne
San Diego, California
Sterman Higashi & Ortiz AC
Tustin, California
G A Stevens and Company
Lima, Ohio




Stewart Benjamin & Brown PC
New York, New York
Stewart Ferguson & Robinette
Amarillo, Texas
Stewart Giles & Company PC
Valdosta, Georgia
Stewart Robertson Millican & Co
Shreveport, Louisiana
Steyer Huber & Associates Inc
Defiance, Ohio
Stillman House Swanson & Co Ltd
Duluth, Minnesota
Stirtz Bernards & Casey Chartered
Edina, Minnesota
Stivers & Associates PSC
Lexington, Kentucky
Stockton Bates & Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
J Paul Stockwell & Associates
Jackson, Mississippi
Stokes & Company PC




Stone & Wolf Accountancy Corporation
Los Angeles, California
Stoy Malone & Company
Bethesda, Maryland
Strait Schulz and Company
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Strand Holeman & Company
Anchorage, Alaska
Strand Skees Jones & Company
Greensboro, North Carolina
Strand Wolfe & Lutton
Oxnard, California
Suby Von Haden & Associates SC
Madison, Wisconsin




Sullivan Bille & Company
Tewksbury, Massachusetts
Sullivan Booz & Co
Quakertown, Pennsylvania




Surles & Associates Ltd
Warrenton, Virginia










Tait Weller & Baker
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Talbot Venator & Towe Inc
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Tammi & Sanders AC
Placerville, California
Tannebaum Bindler & Company
Dallas, Texas
Tanner Brunson Pickett & Co
Salt Lake City, Utah
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Tannery Hayes & Company
Dallas, Texas
Joseph Taricani & Company
State College, Pennsylvania
Tauber and Balser PC
Atlanta, Georgia
Taylor Campbell and Company
Springfield, Ohio
Taylor McCaskill & Co Ltd
St Paul, Minnesota
Taylor Schmitz & Waidler Inc
Boulder, Colorado
John A Taylor Chtd
Shawnee Mission, Kansas
Taylor Washington & Associates PC
Washington, District of Columbia
Telling & Potter PC
Plattsburgh, New York
Temkin Ziskin Kahn & Matzner
Beverly Hills, California
Tenney Wade & Seidlinger
El Cajon, California
Terry & Johnson Inc
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania








Thomas Head & Greisen PC
Anchorage, Alaska
Thomas Knight Trent King and Company
Durham, North Carolina




Thompson and Reed PC
Atlanta, Georgia
Ian Thomson Accountancy Corporation
Palo Alto, California





Toback Rubenstein Feldman Murray & Freeman PC
Phoenix, Arizona




Tofias Fleishman Shapiro & Co PC
Boston, Massachusetts
Tonkin & Associates Chartered
Boise, Idaho
Toothman Rice & Co
Clarksburg, West Virginia
Totherow Lynn & Haile
McMinnville, Tennessee
Touche Ross & Co
New York, New York
Peter Townsend & Associates PS
Federal Way, Washington
Trachtenbarg Masimore & Associates
Omaha, Nebraska
V Peter Traphagen
New Milford, New Jersey














Turner & Block PA
Murphy, North Carolina
Turner Vance & Moss PC
Falls Church, Virginia
Tuttle Morris Karrick & Ingram
Lexington, Kentucky




Urbach Kahn & Werlin PC
Albany, New York
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Urish Goldstein & Popeck
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Vadman Dimon & Briggs
Olympia, Washington
Valdes McLain Pratt & Co
Bradenton, Florida




Vance Thrift and Biller
Ventura, California
Porfirio Vazquez Rosario
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
Veatch Rich & Nadler Chartered
Northbrook, Illinois








Vilmure Peeler & Boucher
Westminster, California
Virchow Krause & Company
Madison, Wisconsin
Vitale Caturano & Company
Boston, Massachusetts
Voelkel Cabaniss & Company
Houston, Texas








Von Lehman Kist & Company
Fort Mitchell, Kentucky
Voorhies Davis & Landry PC
Lafayette, Louisiana
Vrakas Blum & Co SC
Waukesha, Wisconsin
Vroman Kutscher McGowen & Hurst PC
Des Moines, Iowa
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Wagner Matthias McGinn & Poock PC
Des Moines, Iowa
Waite & Garner Associates
Atlanta, Georgia




Walker Minkin Gordon PA
Colonia, New Jersey
Wall & Sandvik Ltd
Moorhead, Minnesota
Wallingford Flavin Fox & Co
Houston, Texas
Walpert Smullian and Blumenthal PA
Towson, Maryland
James T Walsh PC
North Merrick, New York
Warady & Davis
Lincolnwood, Illinois








Watkins Meegan Drury & Co Chartered
Bethesda, Maryland
Watkins Ward and Stafford
Eupona, Mississippi








Weber Lipshie & Co
New York, New York
Weber Spaulding & Co PC
Minot, North Dakota





Weinberg & Griffith PA
Towson, Maryland
Weinberg Edlein & Company
Dallas, Texas




Weinlander Fitzhugh Bertuleit & Schairer P(
Bay City, Michigan
Weinstein & Anastasio PC
Woodbridge, Connecticut






Rosemary E Weiss & Company
Denver, Colorado
Weissbarth Altman & Miller
New York, New York
Welenken Himmelfarb & Co
Louisville, Kentucky
Wellings Fowler & Baldwin
Menlo Park, California
Wenner Silvestain and Company
Denver, Colorado
West Johnson & Turnquist AC
San Diego, California
Westervelt Carson & Miller
Parsons, Kansas
Weyrich Cronin & Sorra Chtd
Lutherville, Maryland
Wheeler McCalla & Co PA
Pompano Beach, Florida
Whipple & Company PC
Indianapolis, Indiana
Whitaker Lipp & Healea
Seattle, Washington
Whitcomb Christopher Smith & Gentile PA
Bradenton, Florida
Arthur White & Company
Dallas, Texas
White Petrov & McHone
Houston, Texas
White Reinholtz & Pfefferkorn
Madison, Wisconsin
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Whitehorn Bradsher & Tankersley
Memphis, Tennessee
Whitlock Carlson & Associates PC
Anchorage, Alaska










Wilkerson Guthmann & Johnson Ltd
St Paul, Minnesota








Williams and Von Gemmingen
Anchorage, Alaska
Williams Cox Weidner and Cox PA
Tallahassee, Florida
Williams Nader & Company
Jackson, Mississippi
Williams Taylor Lemons & Rodgers Ltd
Arkadelphia, Arkansas
Williams Young & Hebert
Madison, Wisconsin








Wilson Price Barranco & Billingsley
Montgomery, Alabama
Wilson Shannon Snow & Evans Inc
Newark, Ohio
Windes & McClaughry AC
Long Beach, California
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Windham Brannon & Co
Atlanta, Georgia
Winter & Company PA
Fords, New Jersey
Winter Kloman Moter & Repp SC
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Winther Stave & Co
Spencer, Iowa
Wipfli Ullrich & Company
Wausau, Wisconsin
Wiss & Company
East Orange, New Jersey
Withum Smith & Brown PA
Princeton, New Jersey
Wohlenberg Gage & Co Ltd
Huron, South Dakota
Wolf & Company of Massachusetts PC
Boston, Massachusetts
Wolf and Company - Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma






Woodring & Associates PC
Des Moines, Iowa
Frank A Wright & Co PA
Orangeburg, South Carolina
Wright Herfordt and Sanders
Independence, Missouri
Wyatt & Associates PC
Tell City, Indiana
Wynn Meyer Dexter & Sampey PA
Orlando, Florida
Yale and Seffinger PC
Denver, Colorado













Arthur Young & Company
New York, New York
Young and Herold PC
Dallas, Texas
Young Peachin & Company
Tucson, Arizona
Young Skutt & Breitenwischer
Jackson, Michigan
Yount Hyde & Barbour PC
Winchester, Virginia






John A Zerbel & Company
Brookfield, Wisconsin
Zimmerman & Company
New York, New York
Zine Hoover & Voller
Williston, North Dakota







Firms that are members of the AICPA Division for CPA 
Firms are required to report to the Division each year 
certain information about the firm, which is available for 
public inspection. That information includes the 
following data:
■ Number and location of offices
■ Total number of partners or shareholders and non­
CPAs with parallel status
■ Total number of CPAs
■ Total number of professional staff
■ Total number of personnel
■ An indication of whether pending litigation is 
expected to have a material effect on the firm’s finan­
cial condition or its ability to serve clients
Firms that are members of the SEC practice section are 
required to file the following additional information, 
which is also available for public inspection:
■ Specified information about the composition of gross 
fees, expressed in percentages, and specified infor­
mation about the relationship of fees for management 
advisory services performed for SEC audit clients to 
audit fees for those clients, expressed in percentage 
ranges
■ Names of firms merged or acquired during the year 
and the number of offices, accounting and auditing 
personnel, and SEC clients acquired thereby
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